
Module 1: Rogue Company Profiling 

In this workshop, participants will learn to identify low risk high probability action zone to initiate trade, with an exit 
strategy comprising both a stop loss and a profit taking level

Course Outline

Learning Outcomes

Trading in Harmony with Any Market

Course Duration: 8 hours

In a directional trending market, there are essentially two zones where traders can locate low risk, high 
probability trading opportunities. In an up trend market, traders can look to buy undervalued dips, or look to buy 
the explosive move after a resting period is over.. The correct terminology is to buy the end of a corrective 
decline in an uptrend, or to buy a breakout when the stages a strong run.

• Bankers
• Research Analysts, Fund Managers
• Institutional Investors, Investment Advisors

• Traders, Dealers & Remisiers
• Industry Related Professionals

Who Should Attend

In this session, we seek to understand how markets behave when they consolidate or correct, as opposed to 
when they are strongly impulsing. The aim is to learn how to identify a sideways correction.  This requires the use 
of a moving average to identify the time frame of the market trend, and then to learn how to look out for the 
relatively smaller corrections as opposed to the relatively larger directional impulsive waves.

The student is then taught to locate the significant swing highs and swing lows within the correction phase. Once 
this can be done, the student is taught to observe the market action when prices move to the sideways top and 
to the sideways bottom. With the understanding of how markets behave at the sideways support and resistance, 
the student is shown how to calculate the Primary Buy Zone, and the Primary Sell Zone of the sideways range 
pattern.

Section A: Understanding the Correction Phase of Market Behaviour



Trading in Harmony with Any Market

Course Outline cont.

• This session will look specifically at how markets behave when they successfully exit, or break out of the 
sideway range, changing from a resting mode into a directional impulse. The aim is to learn how to identify 
the conditions under which successful breakouts can occur.  Again, this requires the use of a moving 
average to identify the timeframe of the market trend, and then to learn how to look out for the higher 
timeframe perspective.

Section B: Understanding the Breakout Phase of Market Behaviour



• Lecture style, with case studies & charting 
software

Training Methodology

• Participants are not required to be able to learn 
calculate Moving Averages, Average True Range, RSI 
and Stochastic with a calculator or by using Excel. To 
have a software to further enhance your workshop 
learning experience is advisable but optional. 

Training Requirements

A.B. Maximus & Co. Pte Ltd 160 Robinson Road, #27-06 SBF Centre, Singapore 068914 
T: 6327 5436 F: 6214 3596 | E: Trainingadmin@abmaximus.com

Speaker’s Profile

For in-house training request, please contact Alson at alson@abmaximus.com. 
Competitive corporate discounts available for bulk registration.

Visit https://www.abmaximus.com/in-house-courses to find out more about the other 
courses available.

Register your interest today!

Trading in Harmony with Any Market

Mr. Jeffery Tie joined Refco Singapore in 1997. During this time he developed new 
expertise in International Futures Markets and FX.  Jeffery’s experience and training 
during his time at both Stock Broking and Futures Broking enhanced his understanding of 
Technical Analysis and Trading. This expertise was augmented by his association and 
friendship with Ray Barros, a well known Fund Manager and Trading Coach. Jeffery’s 
expertise in Technical Analysis was recognized by the Singapore Exchange who has invited 
Jeffery to its panel of Educators. Jeffery consistently gets very positive feedback from local 
as well as foreign attendees of his seminars and courses. Besides Singapore, Jeffery has 
spoken to International audiences in Jakarta, Mumbai and Sri Lanka.

He was responsible for the content and presentation of CMC’s educational programmes.  
In September 2007, Jeffery resigned from CMC, and currently focuses on both trading and 
conducting Technical Analysis courses and workshops with the SGX, and the Financial 
Training Institute @ Singapore Management University.
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